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Figure 1: (a) Left eye at presentation showing the inferonasal scleral 
nodule of 2*2 mm size with diffuse congestion and dilated tortuous 
vessels. (b) Left eye 3 months post ATT shows complete resolution 
of the granuloma leaving a small flat bluish lesion. (c) Fundus image 
of right eye at presentation shows an inferotemporal well‑defined 
yellowish elevated choroidal mass with surrounding subretinal fluid. 
(d) Fundus image of right eye 3 months post‑ATT shows resolution 
of the granuloma with choroidal thinning and scar formation. There is 
also the complete resolution of subretinal fluid
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segment of one eye and the posterior segment of the other eye. 
In	 this	case,	 the	diagnosis	of	extra-pulmonary	tuberculosis	
was	 confirmed	by	histopathology	 and	 the	 granulomatous	
ocular	 lesions	responded	well	 to	ATT.	This	case	highlights	
the	variable	presentations	of	 ocular	TB	 in	 two	 eyes	 of	 the	
same patient.
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A	32-year-old	Asian	Indian	male	presented	with	sudden-onset	
and	painless	 decrease	 in	 vision	 in	 the	 right	 eye	 (OD)	 for	
the	 past	 1	 day.	On	 examination,	 his	 best-corrected	 visual	
acuity	was	6/24	in	OD	and	6/6	in	the	left	eye	(OS).	Anterior	
segment	was	 quiescent	 in	 both	 eyes.	 Fundus	 examination	
showed	 ill-defined	yellowish	 subretinal	 lesions	 inferior	 to	
fovea	with	 surrounding	fluid	 reaching	 the	 inferior	 arcade	
in	 OD.	A	 cystic	 lesion	with	well-defined	 borders	 was	
seen	 in	 the	 foveal	 center.	 Fluorescein	 angiography	 (FA)	
showed	early	hypofluorescence	and	 late	hyperfluorescence	
indicating	 active	 choroidal	 inflammation.	 Pooling	 of	 dye	
was	 appreciated	 in	 the	 late	 phase	 due	 to	 subretinal	 fluid	
accumulation.	Indocyanine	green	angiography	(ICGA)	showed	
early	 and	 late	 hypofluorescence,	 suggestive	 of	 choroidal	
granuloma	 [Fig.	 1].[1]	 Spectral-domain	 optical	 coherence	
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The	external	limiting	membrane	coursed	anterior	to	CS,	and	a	
split	of	inner	photoreceptor	layer	at	level	of	myoid	zone	(MZ)	
was	observed.	The	floor	of	the	CS	was	formed	by	distorted	and	
irregular	ellipsoid	zone	(EZ),	and	inter-digitation	zone.	The	
CS	extended	in	a	tubular	manner	inferiorly	(seen	on	en	face	
infrared	 imaging),	 and	 cross-sectional	OCT	B-scan	 showed	
the	CS	with	hyper-reflective	borders.	SD-OCT	also	revealed	
hypo-reflective	 choroidal	 granulomas	 and	 focal	 thickening	
of	 the	choroid	[Fig.	2].	Based	on	positive	Mantoux	test	and	
interferon gamma release assay, the patient was diagnosed 
with	tubercular	choroidal	granuloma.[2] Following treatment 
with	anti-tubercular	therapy	and	corticosteroids,	the	lesions	
healed	completely	at	6-weeks	follow-up	[Fig.	3].

Discussion
Presence	 of	 BLD	 has	 been	 described	 in	 both	 infectious	
and	 non-infectious	 conditions	 such	 as	 toxoplasmosis,	
Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada	disease,	and	posterior	scleritis,	among	
others.[3,4]	 Intense	 chorioretinal	 inflammation,	 choroidal	
thickening,	 and	accumulation	of	fluid	may	 lead	 to	 splitting	
detachment	occurring	at	the	level	of	MZ,	resulting	in	BLD.[3] 
Akin	to	other	inflammatory	pathologies,	BLD	is	a	novel	OCT	
finding	in	tubercular	choroidal	granuloma.
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Figure 2: Spectral‑domain optical coherence tomography (SD‑OCT) 
scans passing through the lesions are shown. In the scan just 
below the fovea (a), there is presence of an intraretinal cystoid 
space (CS) at the involving the center of the macula. The CS consists 
of fluid of heterogenous reflectivity. A scan below this area shows 
accumulation of intraretinal fluid with membranous/amorphous 
hyper‑reflective material (b). Magnified image of panel A is depicted 
in panel c, and magnified image of b is shown in d. The external 
limiting membrane (ELM) is seen coursing anterior to the CS. The 
hypo‑reflective myoid zone (MZ) has split, forming a bacillary layer 
detachment (BLD). The ellipsoid zone (EZ) shows irregularity, and 
the floor of the cystoid space contains the remnant photoreceptor 
segments (d; asterisk). The outer segments (OS), interdigitation 
zone (IZ) remain adherent to the retinal pigment epithelium‑Bruch’s 
membrane (RPE‑BrM). The choroidal granuloma appears as a 
homogenous lobulated area of hyporeflectivity in the stroma (CG). 
The OCT B‑scan passing further inferiorly (e) shows the inferior limit 
of the CS (white arrowhead)
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Figure 1: Fundus photograph of the right eye (a) shows presence of 
multiple deep yellow choroidal lesions in the macular area suggestive 
of choroidal granulomas. There is surrounding subretinal fluid which 
is extending till the inferior arcades. The multicolor fundus image 
shows a well‑demarcated intraretinal cystic structure (white arrows), 
and a whitish subretinal linear lesion (yellow arrowhead) more clearly 
compared to the fundus photograph (b). The combined fluorescein 
angiography (FA) and indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) in 
the early phase (c and d) shows early hypofluorescence of the 
macular choroidal granulomas. In the late phase, the lesions are 
hyperfluorescent on FA with pooling of dye (e), and hypofluorescent 
on ICGA (f)
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Figure 3: Fundus photograph at follow‑up (3 months after initiation 
of treatment) shows healed lesion without any residual scarring 
or pigmentation (a). The spectral‑domain optical coherence 
tomography (SD‑OCT) scan passing through the fovea does not show 
any residual pathology (b)
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tomography	(SD-OCT)	scans	encompassing	the	fovea	revealed	
presence	of	intraretinal	fluid	forming	a	cystic	structure	(CS).	
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A	 32-year-old	woman	 presented	with	 decreased	 vision	
in	 the	 right	 eye	 for	 2	weeks	with	 best-corrected	 visual	
acuity	 (BCVA)	 of	 6/18.	 She	was	 diagnosed	with	miliary	
pulmonary	 tuberculosis	 elsewhere	 1	month	 back	 and	
started	on	antitubercular	therapy	(ATT).	Fundus	of	the	right	
eye	 showed	 a	 vascularized	 elevated	disc	 granuloma	with	
peripapillary	 serous	 retinal	 detachment	 [Fig.	 1a].	Optical	
coherence	 tomography	 (OCT)	 showed	 a	 large	 lobulated	
hyper-reflective	mass	located	on	the	optic	nerve	head	(ONH)	
with	back-shadowing	and	subretinal	fluid	(SRF)	detaching	the	
fovea	[Fig.	1b].	Fundus	fluorescein	angiography	(FFA)	showed	
a	vascularized	granuloma	with	increasing	fluorescence	and	
peripapillary	 pooling	 of	 the	 dye	 [Fig.	 2a-c].	 Left	 eye	was	

unremarkable.	 Systemic	 investigations	 already	performed	
revealed	a	negative	Mantoux,	 sputum	culture	positive	 for	
Mycobacterium tuberculosis,	 and	 diffusely	 spread	miliary	
nodules	 in	 both	 the	 lungs	 on	 high-resolution	 computed	
tomography	 (HRCT)	 chest	 [Fig.	 2d].	 Since	 the	 patient	
was	 diagnosed	with	miliary	 TB,	 systemic	 corticosteroids	
could	not	 be	 initiated.	 The	patient	was	 administered	 two	
intravitreal	 ranibizumab	 injections	 at	monthly	 interval	
leading	to	complete	regression	of	granuloma	and	SRF	with	
final	BCVA	of	6/6(p)	at	the	end	of	7	months	while	she	was	
still	on	ATT	[Fig.	1c-h].

Discussion
Hypoxia-induced	increased	VEGF	expression	in	tubercular	
granuloma	 as	 demonstrated	 in	 animal	models	 enhances	
internal	neovascularization	allowing	it	to	continue	to	grow	
and,	hence,	slow	down	the	response	or	increase	resistance	
to ATT.[1,2]	Anti-VEGF	 agents	 have	 been	 used	 effectively	
as	 an	 adjunctive	 treatment	 in	 eyes	with	 these	 kinds	 of	
granulomas.[3-5]

In	our	case,	the	diminution	of	vision	was	due	to	exudation	
caused	by	increased	vascularity	of	the	granuloma.	Paradoxical	
reaction	to	ATT	could	be	another	reason.	An	effective	response	
to	 intravitreal	anti-VEGF	suggests	 that	 it	 can	be	used	as	an	
alternative	 to	 systemic	 steroids	 for	 treating	highly	vascular	
tubercular	 disc	 or	 choroid	 granulomas	with	 increased	
exudation	as	an	adjunct	to	conventional	antitubercular	therapy.
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